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Abstract 

 

We are living in the digital era in which overly vast amount of 

information is generated almost constantly. The huge information hubs such 

as Twitter are one of the main sources of this diverse information space. 

However, with more than 500 million tweets sent per day as of 2015, 

identifying and classifying critical information when it first emerges on 

Twitter is a tremendous challenge. Our proposed work is an intention to 

tackle this challenge by discovering, extracting and qualifying into 5 

generic categories from huge mess of public tweets in real-time. Going real 

time with such intention is not a trivial task. There has been extensive 

research on information retrieval on the topic. However, most existing 

works on classification of short text messages like tweets integrate every 

message with meta-information from external information sources such as 

Wikipedia and Word Net. Automatic text classification and hidden topic 

extraction techniques do well when there is meta-information or the context 

of the tweet is extended with knowledge extracted leveraging huge 

collections. But these approaches require online querying which is time 

consuming and unfit for real time applications. Hence, we propose slightly 

different intuitive approach to tackle this issue by leveraging χ2 statistical 

method as a feature extractor and Storm as a real-time data processing 

engine. 
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